Character Chart For The Outsiders Answers
to kill a mockingbird: character chart - to kill a mockingbird: character chart character description jean
louise finch (scout) the narrator of to kill a mockingbird, scout is atticus's daughter, jem's sister, alexandra. and
. jack's niece, and friends with dill. in the three years the novel covers, she grows from six-years-old to nine.
scout is intelligent and loves to read, but is this chart can be found at http://epiguide/ep101 ... - print
this page to complete the form for each main character you create. important: note that all fields are optional
and should be used simply as a guide; character charts should inspire you to think about your character in new
ways, rather than constrain your writing. fill in only as much info as you choose. have fun getting to know your
... of mice and men character chart - cppasd - of mice and men character chart directions: below fill in the
chart. use quotes when needed and page numbers. character physical appearance personality & behavior
george milton small & quick. strong hands and a thin, bony nose. leader. looks after lennie. although he
frequently speaks of how much better his life would be without his character chart for the things they
carried - character chart for the things they carried name defining characteristics, rank, important plot details
or relationships items he carries (physical): intangible items he carries: character chart - facing history and
ourselves - character chart fill in the chart below to organize information about particular characters that you
are reading about within the text. character’s name biographical information major actions taken (include page
numbers) important quotations (include page numbers) character perspective chart - readwritethink character perspective chart character #1 character #2 setting: where and when does the story take place?
setting: where and when does the story take place? problem: what is this character’s problem? problem: what
is this character’s problem? goal: what is this character’s goal? what does the character want? goal: what is
this character ... the outsiders character chart - menifee county schools - the outsiders character chart
fill in the chart below with information about the character given. use this chart throughout the reading of the
novel. please add information about the character as you learn new facts or descriptions. this will help you
with the character study and studying for tests. the things they carried character chart and critical ... the things they carried character chart and critical thinking questions record what each man in the platoon
carries and what the items says about him using the chart below. the chart does not need to be filled out in
complete sentences. feelings description - literacy leader - directions: place your character’s name in the
center of the graphic organizer. on the top line of each section of the organizer, list an essential human
attribute your character possesses. on the lines below each attribute, provide pieces of evidence from the
story that exhibit the attributes you have chosen. go.5.19 key***the canterbury tales pilgrim chart (from
the ... - the canterbury tales pilgrim chart (from the “prologue”) continued 4 pilgrim transportation major
physical characteristics/ distinguishing features follies/vices/negative qualities positive traits /virtues/atributes
the summoner (his job is to sum sinners to church court trials) drink and carouse. horse narrow eyes, black,
scabby eyebrows, romeo and juliet character chart - bell shakespeare - light character, as the
complexity of his language, however crude, is socially perceptive and functions on many levels. he cares
deeply for romeo and constantly tries to free him from the bounds of romantic love. mercutio’s death at the
hands of tybalt enrages a formerly peaceful romeo. mercutio dies cursing the feuding families. seedfolks:
individual and community [7th grade] - the rubric for the character poster (handout #7) - begin reading
the first characters, using the role cards and discussing the character. -exit slip: what does the dialect indicate
about the character? what is the mood and tone of this character? day twelve (day b) - as a group, create a
poster on butcher paper to use in a presentation. character list for hamlet from the folger shakespeare
... - character list for hamlet from the folger shakespeare library edition characters in the play the ghost
hamlet, prince of denmark, son of the late king hamlet and queen gertrude queen gertrude, widow of king
hamlet, now married to claudius king claudius, brother to the late king hamlet ophelia the outsiders character charts - wordpress - the outsiders - character retrieval chart character: johnny cade description
quotes effect on the reader physical description/ personality - slightly built - nervous - quiet - smart - brave - a
good friend - “…smaller than the rest with a slight build. he had big black eyes in a dark tanned face; his hair
was jet black and character analysis graphic organizer - scholastic - character analysis chart character
name: physical description: literary element first evidence of the element & page # second evidence of the
element & page # state the evidence found in a complete sentence. static character dynamic character
conflict internal conflict external conflict complications climax motivation strengths weaknesses ... character
chart - my access - character’s appearance from head to toe. describe the character’s personality. would you
like him/her if you met him/her? describe the character’s feelings during the story. do they change? what are
some things that this character often says? choose specific quotations. what do others think or say about this
character? is he/she likeable? 12 angry men character chart juror # characterization ... - 12 angry men
character chart juror # characterization actor 1 foreman short; serious; well dressed; unintelligent man; makes
good decisions; likes being in charge 2 shy; a follower; easily changes his mind based on the last person he
spoke to; no opinion of his own 3 strong; forceful; humorless; strict; forces others to agree with him; character
development chart: protagonist - character development chart: protagonist complete each section of this
character development chart to help you get a clearer understanding of the protagonist in your story.
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complete each section in the chart below. make sure to draw a picture of the character as you imagine it. 1.
name 2. age 3. appearance 4. personality 5. strengths 6 ... the via classification of 24 character
strengths - , faith purpose ' meaning transcendence appreciation of awe ' wonder ' elevation gratitude '
thankful for the good ' expressing thanks ' feeling blessed making the most of your character growth
chart - chs-ca - making the most of your character growth chart 1. choose a door or wall. 2. measure exactly
24” from the floor and make a small mark. 3. unfold and hold the growth chart against the wall, lining up the
bottom edge with the small mark. 4. firmly attach the growth chart with tape or thumb tacks. 1. have child
remove shoes. 2. chart for characters in cinderella - edsitementh - chart for characters in cinderella.
character circle one or more adjectives that apply to the character. add any other adjectives that fit. what in
the story shows how the adjective(s) you chose apply to the character? heroine/hero (cinderella) strong, sugarsweet, meek, persecuted, happy (despite terrible conditions), sad, obedient, gmc chart for hero - home mmrwa - character objective opponent disaster character is the focal character who undergoes the greatest
change or growth. situation is the external state of affairs or trouble that forces your character to act. objective
is what the main character wants or needs to achieve. opponent is the main obstacle that could prevent the
main character from ... of mice and men character - duke of definition - of mice and men: character chart
directions: below fill in the chart. use quotes when needed and page numbers. character physical appearance
personality & behavior george milton lennie small slim candy crooks carlson curley curley’s wife name:
period: daisy buchanan: character chart - gatsby: character chart (chapter 1) directions: complete each
bubble with information about the character. use evidence from the text. how nick describes him in chapter’s
actions character makes: opening: connection to nick: description of his house: a symbol related to the
character and what it suggests about his characterization: everyday use by alice walker - flipped out
teaching - everyday use 52 part 1 chapter 2: character suppose you inherited an heirloom—an object that has
been in the family ... to track evidence and to make inferences about the characters in “everyday use,” fill in a
chart like this one. reading standard 1.3 (grade 8 review) use word meanings within the appropriate context
and show ability to ... comprehension - the florida center for reading research - 4-5 student center
activities: comprehension 2007 the florida center for reading research character #1 event or problem how did
the character feel, think, or react to the event or problem? character #2 how did the character feel, think, or
react to the event or problem? c.0025 character connections title: author: character traits chart edsitementh - character traits chart ... character’s role in novel: _____ scene retold from character’s
perspective: _____ _____ character traits source of information narrative description of character character’s
actions observations made by other characters observations made by the character him- or herself ... main
character minor character s ole - what does the character really want? what is the character most afraid
of? what is the character’s mask that lets him hide from the world? what would the character want to be
remembered for? character’s journey: at the end of the story looking back—what (character name) didn’t
know… the crucible character analysis - weebly - use each character’s name only once to complete the
following: list the characters from the chart who were in the woods: abigail williams, betty parris, tituba, mary
warren, mercy lewis divide the characters from the chart into the following two groups. place a star by any
character who later switches to the other belie story mapping framed character/plot chart - framed
character/plot chart [ dr. barbara schmidt, california state university and similar to macon, bewell, & vogt,
1991 ] what this is: want to get at the barest essentials of an historical event or a story? focus on who and
what that person wanted, what got in the way of what he or she wanted, and what he or she did about it.
character traits: questions based on bloom’s taxonomy - character traits: questions based on bloom’s
taxonomy analysis • explain how the character’s point of view affected his/her behavior. • how did the main
character’s traits affect the other characters in the story? • what caused the character’s behavior to change?
protagonist’s character arc story structure & structure ... - the character evolution files’ series journey
through the character arc, starting with file no. 03, which covers the trigger / inciting incident. instructions:
print out or download a copy of this chart (which starts on the next page). refer to it as needed while reading
the journey through the character arc series. you may also use this date hour. character list - weebly date hour. character list below is a list of the major characters. reverend samuel parris: betty parris: tituba: the
reverend is the controversial and insecure minister of salem. betty is the 10-year-old daughter of rev. parris.
she is one of the first girls to be "afflicted." tituba is a slave brought from barbados by parris. she is first
accused animal farm character chart - mr. abusalah - animal farm allegorical comparison chart identify
the allegorical counterpart for each russian revolution persona or philosophy. using your knowledge of the
book, write the name of the animal farm character and the similarities to the russian revolution persona or
philosophy. sample character traits - readwritethink - sample character traits able active adventurous
affectionate afraid alert ambitious angry annoyed anxious apologetic arrogant attentive average charting
character development (during reading) - character changes or develops and to understand that
character better. this will also help student to understand the story and theme more fully, and understand
what the author is trying to say through characters actions. materials needed: character chart worksheets,
pencils, copies of . elsewhere. time allotted: lord of the flies character chart - livingston - lord of the
flies— chapters 1-3 character chart directions: in your groups, complete the following character chart for
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chapters 1-3 of lord of the flies. be sure to fully explore each character and how he is portrayed at the
beginning of the novel (we will be tracing the progress of each character as we read). main character list for
odyssey - salamanca high school - main character list for odyssey: odysseus – main character
(protagonist). war hero from trojan war. upset poseidon and isn [t permitted to go home to ithaca, where he is
king. penelope – odysseuss wife, queen of ithaca. shes been w/o him for 20 years (10 during trojan war, 10
while he was lost at sea). the great gatsby character list - scott.k12 - the great gatsby character list nick
carraway - the novel’s narrator, nick is a young man from minnesota who, after being educated at yale and
fighting in world war i, goes to new york city to learn the bond business. honest, tolerant, and inclined to
reserve judgment, nick often serves as a confidant for those with the crucible character descriptions lewis family playhouse - the crucible character descriptions ages are listed as approximate. if you are in the
general age range or can play a particular age, please audition. often the ages of characters are adjusted
(within reason) when we are casting these shows. please read the play before auditioning. it will increase your
chances of being cast tremendously. dungeons and dragons 5th edition character sheet - character
name class & level race initiative background alignment speed player name experience points personality
traits ideals bonds f laws features & traits armor clas strength dexterity constitution intelligence wisdom
charisma proficiency bonus strength dexterity constitution intel igence w' sdom charisma saving throws
acrobatics (dex) the ascii character set - arizona state university - the ascii character set the american
standard code for information interchange or ascii assigns values between 0 and 255 for upper and lower case
letters,numeric digits, punctuation marks and other symbols. ascii characters can be split into the following
sections: 0 – 31 control codes 32 – 127 standard, implementation-independent characters 2016 west side
story character descriptions - west side story character descriptions: the sharks – a puerto rican gang
maria‐ a hopeless romantic and innocent young girl. she falls in love with tony and finds herself at the center
of the violent conflict between the two gangs. story map 2 - booval - directions: place your character’s name
in the center of the graphic organizer. on the top line of each section of the organizer, list an essential human
attribute your character possesses. on the lines below each attribute, provide pieces of evidence from the
story that exhibit the attributes you have chosen. description cluster english i methods of indirect
characterization please copy ... - english i methods of indirect characterization please copy this chart into
your journal as you work on each area. complete one portion at a time. do not attempt to “draw” chart first
and then complete—you will not have enough room for responses. method f.y.i what to look for textual support
(place your quote here) what personality character chart extensive - kayedacus - job title company salary
financial status vehicle own/lease brief description of residence own/rent hobbies how does your character 6th
grade language arts seedfolks - nettelhorst - directions for your character chart: as you read seedfolks,
complete the chart on the following page to track each character’s distinct background and purpose for
coming to the garden. this assignment will be collected upon completion of the novel. it will be graded on
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